OMNILIFE USA, INC

OMNILIFE USA, INC. is the U.S. subsidiary of a Mexico based multi-level marketing company named Grupo Omnilife S.A. De C.V., a Mexican corporation with a principal place of business in Jalisco, Mexico, that is a leader in the distribution of Dietary Supplements and Cosmetics. Grupo Omnilife is a global brand with a presence in 21 countries including Latin America, Europe, and Russia.

Since 1991, OMNILIFE has been characterized for being an innovative company, dabbling in the micellization of vitamins even in product formulation processes, always in constant search for compounds to improve them and put on the market high-quality products both in nutrition and in cosmetics, committing ourselves to go beyond the standards.

The OMNILIFE philosophy involves sharing abundance, well-being, opportunities, and prosperity in society, based on a culture that we are PEOPLE WHO CARE FOR PEOPLE, reaching more than 21 countries, which makes the OMNILIFE family diverse and multicultural, inclusive, and always seeking to broaden horizons to share the legacy and formation of its founders, Jorge Vergara, and Maricruz Zatarain.

OMNILIFE has a wide range of products in its nutritional lines under the OMNILIFE brand and its cosmetic line under its SEYTU and KENYA VERGARA brands. For more information about OMNILIFE and its product line, please visit our official website https://portal.omnilife.com/start.

Trade Names, Trademarks and Copyrights

OMNILIFE has registered before the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USTPO) its name and trademarks, and copyrights of its products lines OMNILIFE, SEYTU and KENYA VERGARA, which makes the Company the owner of the trademarks, logotypes, trade names, designs, or symbols. Therefore, the unauthorized use of them represents an infringement of trademarks and copyrights in accordance with applicable law. Omnilife does not allow anyone to use the commercial name of its products, its brands, images, logotypes, symbols, or anything that characterizes its trademarks and trade names in reference to any item and/or product that is not an Omnilife product and its use by someone other than the OMNILIFE company itself is a deceptive action and an infringement of the company's intellectual property rights, as described above. The Company's printed materials are copyrighted and may not be reproduced, in whole or in part, by any person except by OMNILIFE itself.

Important Notice About OMNILIFE Products

It is essential that the OMNILIFE ensures that, when the company's products are sold, they meet the following conditions:
1. Maintaining quality and correct consumer information/details at the time of sale, to the highest degree. At Omnilife we adhere to the highest quality standards; however, when our products are placed on the market and sold by private individuals, we cannot guarantee the quality in which they have been sold. Some examples are:

   (i) **Proper storage temperature**: Our nutritional and cosmetic products must be stored at very specific controlled temperatures to maintain their quality, otherwise the quality of the products decreases.

   (ii) **Correct information in product details**: The proper sale of OMNILIFE products requires a certain level of knowledge on how to properly consume and use them. We cannot guarantee adequate consumption if the products are sold by a seller not authorized by OMNILIFE who does not have the training and knowledge required to sell them. OMNILIFE Authorized Sellers are clear that OMNILIFE products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. The company's products are intended to supplement nutrition and promote people's beauty and attractiveness.

2. **Sale price of the product**: The company prepares lists of suggested prices for authorized sellers so that the products are sold at an affordable and fair price for our clients.

Only products purchased directly through the company, or an independent distributor authorized to sell the company products carry the satisfaction guarantee warranty and can be returned to the company for a refund/exchange as specified in our policy. OMNILIFE is not responsible for the business practices of the private individuals selling its products on Internet auction sites. All items purchased on Internet auction sites are transactions between the buyer and the seller only and are not backed by OMNILIFE.